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Abstract—When it co mes to cloud data protection methods,

no particularly new technique is required. Protecting data
in the cloud can be similar to protecting data within a
traditional data center. Authentication and identity, access
control, encryption, secure deletion, integrity checking,
and data masking are all data protection methods that have
applicability in cloud co mputing. Th is paper will b riefly
review few methods and will note anything that is
particularly unique to when these are deployed in a cloud.
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Acronyms
PORs Proofs of Retrievability
TPA
Third Party Auditor
FHE
Fully Homomorphic Encryption
MR-PDP
Multiple-replica
Provable
Data
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PDP
Provable Data Possession
RBAC Role-Based Access Control
CSPs
Cloud Service Providers
FIM
Federated Identity Management
HACC Hierarchical Architecture for Cloud Computing
PKG
Public-Key Generator
MAC
Mandatory Access Control
DAC
Discretionary Access Control
I.

INTRO DUCTIO N

In cloud storage systems , the server that stores the client‘s
data is not necessarily trusted. Therefore, users would like
to check if their data has been tampered with or deleted.
However , outsourcing the storage of very large files( or
whole file systems) to remote servers presents an
additional contrast: the client should not download all
stored data in order to validate it since this may be
prohibitive in terms od bandwidth and time.
A Proofs of retrievability (PORs) [2][5][4][6][1][3][12]
schemes enables an archive or back-up service ( prover )
can retrieve a target file F, that is ,that the archive retains
and reliably transmits file data sufficient for the user to

recover F in its entirety. We views PORs as an important
tool for semi-trusted online archives.
Erasure coding [10] can reduce the space and bandwidth
overheads of redundancy in fault-tolerant data storage and
delivery systems. But it introduces the fundament
difficulty of ensuring that all erasure-coded fragments
correspond to the same block of data. The Multip leReplica Provable Data Possession (MR-PDP) [9] extends
previous work on data possession proofs for a single copy
of a file in a client / server systems [1][2].Dynamic
provable data possession (DPDP)[11] extends the PDP
model to support provable updates to store data.
A growing nu mber of online service providers offer to
store customers ‗photos, email, file system backups, and
other digital assets. Currently about the risk of losing data
stored with any particular service provider, reducing their
incentive to rely on these services. We argue that third party auditing [19][7][16][15][14] is impo rtant in creat ing
an online service-oriented economy, because it allows
customers to evaluate risks, and it increases the efficiency
of insurance-based risk mit igation. Today, a customer must
entirely trust such external services to maintain the
integrity of
hosted data and return it intact. Unfortunately no service is
infallible.
Cloud computing a formidable task, especially fo r users
with constrained computing resources. Moreover, users
should be able to just use the cloud storage as if it is local,
without worrying about the need to verify its integrity.
Thus, following schemes[13][19][14][15][16] enabling
public audit- ability for cloud for cloud storage is of
critical importance so that users can resort to a third-party
auditor (TPA) to check the integrity of outsourced data and
be worry-free. To securely introduce an efficient TPA, the
auditing process should bring in no new vulnerabilit ies
towards user data privacy, and introduce no additional
online burden to user. A scheme [17] a demo of the
leakage-resilient
authentication
and
data(
key)
management system wh ich can be regarded as a pro minent
solution for secure cloud storage. The scheme [18] ensures
that eavesdroppers with access to only one of the networks
are unable to decode any symbol even if they are capable
of guessing some of the missing blocks. A. Jlues et al. ,
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argue[20] that Cryptography alone can‘t enforce the
privacy demanded by common cloud computing services,
even with such powerful tools as fully ho mo morphic
encryption(FHE).
II.

supported by many other security capabilit ies, access
control is dependent on an identity management capability
that meets the needs for the implementation.
When we discuss access controls, we refer to:

CLO UD DATA PRO TECTIO N METHO DS

A. Authentication and Identity
Maintaining confidentiality, integrity, and availability for
data security is a function of the correct application and
configuration of familiar network, system, and applicat ion
security mechanisms at various levels in the cloud
infrastructure. Among these mechanisms [22][21][23] are
a broad range of co mponents that implement
authentication and access control. Authentication of users
and even of communicating systems is performed by
various means, but underlying each of these is
cryptography.
Authentication of users takes several forms [27][29], but
all are based on a combination of authentication factors:
something an individual knows (such as a password),
something they possess (such as a security token), or some
measurable quality that is intrinsic to them (such as a
fingerprint). Single factor authentication is based on only
one authentication factor. Stronger authentication requires
additional factors; for instance, two factor authentications
is based on two authentication factors (such as a pin and a
fingerprint).
Authentication is usually predicated on an underlying
identity infrastructure. The most basic scheme is where
account informat ion for one or a s mall nu mber Cloud Data
Security: Sensitive Data Categorization 137 of users is
kept in flat files that are used to verify identity and
passwords, but this scheme does not scale to more than a
very few systems. A full discussion of identity and access
controls is beyond the scope of this paper, but the key to
effective access controls is the centralization of identity.
One problem with using traditional identity approaches in
a cloud environment is faced when the enterprise uses
mu ltip le cloud service providers (CSPs). In such a use
case, synchronizing identity information with the
enterprise is not scalable. Another set of problems arises
with trad itional identity approaches when migrat ing
infrastructure toward a cloud-based solution.
Infrastructure tends to employ domain-centric identity
approaches that do not allow for looser alignment such as
with partnership. For these reasons, federated identity
management (FIM ) is an effective foundation for identity
in cloud co mputing. Ho wever, federated identity uses a
claim-based token model, which entails a departure for
traditional schemes. However, tradit ional identity needs
can still be supported by a federated token model.
B. Access Control Techniques
Access control mechanis ms [25][26] are a key means by
which we maintain a comp lex IT environ ment that reliably
supports separation and integrity of different levels or
categories of informat ion belonging to multiple part ies.
But access controls do not stand on their own; they are

Subjects which are people o r processes acting on
their behalf
Objects such as files or other resources (a
directory, device, or service of some sort)
Access controls are generally described as either
discretionary or non-discretionary, and the most common
access control models are:
Discretionary Access Control (DAC). In a system, every
object has an owner. With DAC, access control is
determined by the owner of the object who decides who
will have access and what privileges they will have.
Permission management in DA C can be very difficult
tomaintain; furthermore, DA C does not scale well beyond
small sets of users.
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [30][31]. Access
policy is determined by the system. Where with MAC
access is based on subject trust or clearance, with RBA C
[27][28][29] access is based on the role of the subject. A
subject can access an object or execute a function only if
their set of permissions—or role—allows it.
Mandatory Access Control (MAC).Access policy is
determined by the system and is imp lemented by
sensitivity labels, wh ich are assigned to each subject and
object. A subject's label specifies its level o f trust, and an
object's label specifies the level of trust that is required to
access it. If a subject is to gain access to an object, the
subject label must dominate—be at least as high as—the
object label.
Finally, although these three access models vary in
fundamental ways, they are not inherently inco mpatible
and can be combined in different ways . As implemented,
DAC generally includes a set of ownership representations
(in UNIX: User, Group and Other), a set of permissions
(again, in UNIX: Read, Write, Execute), and an access
control list (ACL), wh ich would list individuals and their
access modes to the object, groups, and others.
Although this use of DA C may be easy to setup for a
resource, as soon as there is any turnover in personnel or
when the list of indiv iduals grows, the scheme beco mes
unwieldy. By contrast, MAC-based enforcement scales to
global user populations. Figure-1 depicts this point by
contrasting MAC with discretionary access controls
(DA C) and ro le-based access controls (RBA C). As shown
in Figure-1 MAC scales better for data security than other
schemes do.
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FIGURE-1 MAC scales better for data security than other schemes do.

enforcement fo r U.S. Depart ment of Defense style
mandatory access controls (MAC). Briefly, this amounts to
sophisticated access enforcement by the OS and network
controls.
At the heart of MAC-based security are two concepts.
First, every file, discrete piece of data or network
connection is marked to bound its security level with a
label that the OS uses to enforce access. Second, every
subject (user or process acting on behalf of a user) has a
set of permissions including clearances and roles. The OS
med iates all operations that subjects perform against data
enforcing comp lex logical security operations. Although
this may sound complex, and while such enforcement
technology must be imp lemented with correctness and
completeness, the concept is quite simple and the benefits
enable a simp lification of what otherwise would be highly
complex and prone to error alternative implementations.

C. Data Categorization and the Use of Data Labels
Putting in place effect ive and appropriate controls for
informat ion systems requires an understanding of the
nature of the information. In this regard, sensitive or
otherwise valuable data should be categorized to support
data security. By identifying data according to sensitivity,
one can imp lement various strategies to better protect such
data. Unfortunately, understanding what other cloud data
may require protection may not always be clear.
Data that a user chooses to store in the cloud may not
require protection if it is not sensitive or if it can easily be
recovered.
But generally, protecting data is a universal requirement
regardless of its value, if for no other reason than failing to
do so leads to all manner of co mplexity, consequence, and
mischief.
In identify ing and categorizing data, what we face is a
mu ltifaceted problem. Besides identifying classes of
informat ion that are sensitive or otherwise have value and
labeling such informat ion according to its characteristics,
we need to protect such data, usually by means such as file
permissions, encryption, or more sophisticated container
approaches. We also need identity-based access controls to
support organizational access policies.
Procedures are also necessary for security across phases of
the data life cycle, for instance, to limit exposure of such
data when we create copies or backups. Also, we need
mechanis ms to detect when the valuable resource is
accessed in ways that warrant concern.
Data or information labeling[25][26] is one informat ion
security technique that has been used to great success for
classified in formation such as the hierarchical categories of
Unclassified, Confidential, Secret, Top Secret, and
Co mpart mented. Labeling also supports non-classified and
non-hierarchical categories such as Finance, Business
Strategy, and Human Resources. The objective of
informat ion identificat ion and categorization is to put in
place an information-centric framework for controls and
data handling.
SELinu x and Trusted Solaris are two examp le operating
systems that support information categorizat ion and access

The Ostrich Approach (or How I Learned to Hide My
Head in the Sand).In contrast to identifying sensitive data,
there are many consequences when you uniformly treat all
data as being equal in sensitivity or value. Without any
data sensitivity oriented controls, a relatively s mall
percentage of sensitive data is mixed in with far more nonsensitive data and is accessible to anyone with overall
access. Failing to identify sensitive data comp licates
incident resolution and can be problematic when
compro mised data includes data subject to regulatory
controls.
There is one misguided school of thought about this, and it
can be described as the notion of hiding valuables in plain
sight and hoping for the best. This is a strategy that is
doomed even at the level of an individual computer used
by multiple parties.
By examp le, one might think that credit card data can be
discretely squirreled away in a file and almost impossible
to locate via a search if the file system has enough files.
However, such data follows defined regular patterns both
in terms of the number of dig its and key digits of the
number. Searching fo r well-known strings is trivial with a
computer, and because of this, several pieces of spyware
do exact ly that by first identifying strings such as a credit
card number or a social security number and then
extracting enough characters around these prizes to obtain
expirat ion date, associated names, and along with other
personal data.
Over Use of Classification.A second problem with
sensitive informat ion is a co mmon inclination to classify
or label everything as sensitive or for instance secret. But
over classification can lead to a reduction in care in
handling actually sensitive data. What we need is a balance
in managing sensitive information and sound strategies for
protecting the data.
D. Application of Encryption for Data at Rest and in
Motion
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Encryption [22][21][23] is a key co mponent to protect data
at rest in the cloud. Emp loying appropriate strength
encryption is important: Strong encryption is preferable
when data at rest has continuing value for an extended
time period. If such long-term value encrypted data is
obtained by a third party and if they have an extensive
period of time to break or crack the encryption, then the
reward can be well worth the effort.
There are mu ltip le ways of encrypting data at rest.
Following is an outline o f various forms of encryption that
serve as protection methods for securing data at rest in the
cloud.
Full Disk: Encryption of data at the disk level—
the operating system, the applicat ions in it, and
the data the applications use are all encrypted
simp ly by existing on a disk that is encrypted.
This is a brute-force approach to encrypt data
since everything is encrypted, but this also entails
performance and reliability concerns. If
encryption is not done at the drive hardware level,
then it can be very taxing on a system in terms of
performance. Another consideration is that even
minor disk corruption can be fatal as the OS,
applications, and data.
Directory Level (or Filesystem). In this use of encryption,
entire data directories are encrypted or decrypted as a
container. Access to files requires use of encryption keys.
This approach can also be used to segregate data of
identical sensitivity or categorization into directories that
are individually encrypted with different keys.
File Leve:. Rather than encrypting an entire hard
drive or even a directory, it can be more efficient
to encrypt individual files.
Application Level:The application manages
encryption and decryption of applicationmanaged data.
Critical to imp lementing any of these forms of encryption
is the need to manage the keys that are used to encrypt and
decrypt data. In addition, identifying recovery methods for
when encryption keys are lost needs to be considered.
When a key is lost or not available, it is impo rtant to know
what options are available to recover the data for instance,
do backups exist?
Also, consider the potential for side channel attacks with
encryption. Simp ly defined, side channel attacks are
attacks that target the operating nature (or environment)
where the encryption is occurring in contrast to exploit ing
the encryption mechanisms themselves. In the context of
cloud security, side channels may potentially exist by
virtue of operating within the same physical infrastructure
and using shared resources with other subscribers. The site
sidechannelattacks.com has an extensive list of different
types of side channel attacks.

Application of Encryption for Data in Motion.
The two goals of securing data in motion are preventing
data fro m being tampered with (integrity) and ensuring
that data remains confidential while it is in motion. Other
than the sender and the receiver, no other party observing
the data should be able to either make sense of the data or
alter it. The most co mmon way to protect data in motion is
to utilize encryption combined with authentication to
create a conduit in which to safely pass data to or fro m the
cloud.
Encryption is used to assure that if there was a breach of
communicat ion integrity between the two parties that the
data remains confidential. Authentication is used to assure
that the parties communicating data are who they say they
are. Co mmon means of authentication themselves emp loy
cryptography in various ways. Transferring data via
programmat ic means, via manual file transfer, or via a
browser using HTTPS, TLS, or SSL are the typical
security protocols used for this purpose. A PKI is used to
authenticate the transaction (trusted root CAs), and
encryption algorithms are used to protect the payload.
The following encryption Techniques are used in cloud
computing.
Proxy Re-encryption [21].A proxy re-encryption
algorith m transforms cipher-text ck1 to cipher-text ck2 with
a key rkk1->k2 without revealing the corresponding cleartext, where c k1 and ck2 can only be decrypted by different
key k1 and k2, respectively, and rkk1->k2 is a re-key issued
by another party, e. g., the originator of cipher-text ck1 .
Identity-based Encryption for Hierarchical architecture
for cloud computing ( HACC)[32].In the cloud co mputing
,commun ications among the users are frequent. To achieve
the secure communication , it is important to propose an
encryption and signature schemes. Therefo re, an Identity Based Encryption (IBE) and Identity-Based Signature
(IBS) schemes for HACC in the following.
Identity-Based Encryption is based on the above Root
Private-Key Generator ( PKG) setup, Lo wer-level setup
and User-level setup algorithms. It is co mposed of
encryption and decryption.
Identity-Based Signature is also based on the above Root
Private-Key Generator setup, Lo wer-level setup and Userlevel setup algorithms. It incorporates two algorithms:
signature and verification.
Key Policy Attribute-Based Encryption( KP-ABE).KPABE [33] is a public key cryptography primitive for oneto-many co mmunications. In KP-A BE, data are associated
with attributes for each of wh ich a public key co mponent
is defined .The encryptor associates the set of attributes to
the message by encrypting it with the corresponding public
key components. Each user is assigned an access structure
which is usually defined as an access tree over data
attributes, i.e., interior nodes of the access tree are
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threshold gates and leaf nodes are associated with
attributes. User secret key is defined to reflect the access
structure so that the user is able to decrypt a ciphertext if
and only if the data attributes satisfy his access structure. A
KP-A BE scheme is composed of four algorith ms which
are Setup, Encryption, Key Generation, Decryption.
Impediments to Encryption in t he Cloud. In one examp le,
a Software -as-a-Serv ice public cloud, because of its very
nature, might not allow subscribers to encrypt their data.
This may be due to functional limitat ions with the actual
service itself.
In the examp le of currently availab le social networks
including Facebook, MySpace, and Linked in, it is simply
not possible to use encryption to ensure the confidentiality
of your personal information. Nor would the cloud
provider have any motivation to agree to allow this kind of
data to be encrypted since many SaaS operators might not
be able to provide revenue-generating services if they have
an obscured view to the data they are interacting with. For
instance, if Facebook was unable to intelligently interpret
what kind of activ ities were occurring in their cloud, then
how could they target you with advertisements that are
most effect ive if they relate to your posted activities? If
your data was encrypted, then that aspect of the provider's
business model would be broken.
This same fact holds true to other kinds of clouds as well.
IaaS providers might not be capable of encrypting at the
operating system level because it would h inder their ability
to monitor and therefore manage these instances.
E. Data Masking
Data masking is a technique that is intended to remove all
identifiable and distinguishing characteristics fro m data in
order to render it anonymous and yet still be operable. Th is
technique is aimed at reducing the risk of exposing
sensitive information. Data masking has also been known
by such names as data obfuscation, de-identification, or
depersonalizat ion. These techniques are intended to
preserve the privacy of records by changing the data so
that actual values cannot be determined or re-engineered.
A common data masking technique involves substitution
of actual data values with keys to an external lookup table
that holds the actual data values. In operation, such
resulting masked data values can be processed with lesser
controls than if the original data was still unmasked.
But data masking must be performed carefully, or the
resulting masked data can still reveal sensitive data. By
example, if you mask salary data in an HR database by
tokenizing what originally were employee names with
name look up keys, the highest salary will probably be the
CEOs. By using simp le analysis techniques and
methodically cross-referencing partially masked records
with other emp loyee informat ion, more may be in ferred by
a process of elimination than should be.
Regardless of the masking method that is used, it is
important that structures and relationships that are formed

between database rows, columns, and tables are correctly
maintained with each masking operation. By examp le, if a
key to an employee table is EMP_ NUM BER, changes to
EMP_ NUM BER must be made with identical changes in
all other tables.
Correct ly imp lemented, data masking demonstrates due
diligence regarding compliance with data privacy
requirements, and it can also be an effective strategy for
reducing the risk of data exposure and a good strategy for
countries whose privacy requirements preclude the use of
cloud computing off-EU territory for privacy information.
III.

CO NCLUSIO N

Security in the cloud must be included from the start. This
demands a new approach to end-to-end security that
support strong isolation of data, even when business
process are outsourced into the cloud. Cloud processing
needs isolation between users of shared services, as well as
isolation between services.
The main issue with KP-A BE is that it would introduce a
heavy- computation overhead for the data owner to reencrypt data files and might require the data owner to be
always online to provide secret key update service for
users. To resolve this issues, we comb ine the technique of
proxy re -encryption with KP-ABE and delegate tasks of
data to cloud servers. Confidentiality of user access
privilege and user secret key accountability can be
achieved.
Pro xy re -encryption pairing-based schemes realize
important new features, such as safeguarding the master
secret key of the delegator fro m a colluding pro xy and
delegatee. Secure storage system is an important
application of proxy re-encryption.
The driving mot ivation for role -based access control
(RBA C) is to simplify security policy ad min istration while
facilitating the definit ion of flexible customized policies.
Today, RBAC is coming to be expected among large
organization and the nu mber of vender that offer RBA C
features is growing rapidly. RBAC models have been
shown to be ―policy-neutral‖ in the sense that by using role
hierarchies and constraints, a wide range of security
policies can be expressed Security ad ministration is also
greatly simplified by the use of roles to organize access
privileges.
IV.
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